
Homework 3: Color Changing & Tri-Effect 

 

Due: 5:00pm, Friday, October 14th  

 

 

Set Up  

• Open your home directory (double click on your cs8fxx icon; 2nd icon from the top) and create a 

new directory in your home directory called hw3 (all lowercase). 

• Copy the folder bookClasses from your Desktop into the hw3 directory. 

� Right click on Desktop/bookClasses > Copy ; Right click on hw3 > Paste Into Folder 

• When you work in DrJava be sure you are editing files in the hw3/bookClasses directory.  

Problems 

1. Color Changing  
This first program requires you to change the amount of color from an image. You will need to write a 

program that changes the red, green, and blue components of all pixels of a Picture by specified values.  

To do this, you will:  

� Write one method in Picture.java 

Method: changeColor() 

1. Add a method to Picture.java called changeColor() (be sure to use 

hw3/bookClasses/Picture.java).  

2. Your method takes three parameters -- which specify how much the RGB color 

components of all pixels of the picture should be changed by. A positive value would 

indicate increase while a negative value would indicate a decrease. For example, if you 

pass (100, 20, -50) as arguments to your method and the color values of one of the pixels 

of the Picture is (150, 200, 70), then these color values should be changed to (250, 220, 

20) after your method is called. If the result of addition is less than 0, set the color value 

to 0; if the result of addition is greater than 255, set the color value to 255. Do this in your 

method changeColor(). The order in which the color values are passed to the method 

should be red, green, and blue.  

3. The method should change the color values of ALL the pixels in the Picture.  

4. Start with this template: 
/* 
 * Name: method name 
 * 
 * Purpose: Briefly describe the purpose of this method 
 * 
 * Parameters: List all parameters and their types and what they represent. 
 * If no parameters, just state None. 
 * 
 * Return: Specify the return type and what it represents. 
 * If no return value, just specify void. 

  */ 

public void changeColor(int red, int green, int blue) 

{ 

  // Fill in your code here . . .  

} 

� Write a main program (named HW3A) to test the method changeColor() that you just wrote by 

showing and exploring the original and changed pictures. 
 



�  

File: HW3A.java 

.1. Create a new file HW3A.java. Save the file in hw3/bookClasses. Open it in DrJava and 

start with this template: 

 /* 

  * Filename: HW3A.java 

  * Name:  Your name and your partner's name 

  * Login: Your cs8fxx account and your partner's cs8fxx account 

  * Date:  Month, Day, Year 

  * File:  Name of this file 

  * Sources of Help: ... (for example: names of people, books, websites, etc.) 

  * 

  * Describe what the code does here. 

   */ 

public class HW3A 

{ 

  public static void main (String[] args) 

  { 

    // All your logic/code goes in here. [REMOVE THIS COMMENT LATER] 

  } 

} 

� Fill in the statements inside the main method in HW3A.java using the instructions below: 

1. Use FileChooser.pickAFile() to allow the user to pick a picture (you can pick a picture in 

your Desktop/mediasources directory). 

2. Check for null filename in case no file is picked from the file picker if user pressed 'Cancel'.  

3. BEFORE you modify this picture, we want to make a COPY of it (so we can "see" the difference 

after it is changed. Do this with the same technique used in lab this week. Make another new Picture 

that is a copy of the one you just made. Use the copy constructor: 

 

             Picture copy = new Picture(original);  

4. Next explore the original Picture you picked. Note that you can explore a picture by calling the 

predefined  explore() method on the original Picture.  

5. Then call your changeColor() method with a significant amount of RGB values to change the  

color of the COPY of the picture you made. Send the changeColor message to the copy, not the original. 

6. Then explore the copy of the picture after you called your changeColor() method on it to change 

it.  

7. Mouse around to explore the original and changed copy pictures to make sure your method 

works correctly (by checking if a specific pixel in the original picture has been increased/decreased by 

the correct amounts in its red, green, and blue components for the copied picture).  

 



2. Tri-Effect  

In this second program you will modify a Picture so that the top 1/3rd of the picture is the negative of 

the original picture, the middle 1/3rd is grayscale, and the bottom 1/3rd of the picture is any effect of 

your choice. To do this, you will write three methods in Picture.java. 

� Method 1: negative()  

Add a method negative() to Picture.java that takes in two parameters, the first and last index which 

represent the region (part) of the pixel array to be modified.  

o The method should access the pixel array of the this Picture object (that is use 

this.getPixels() to store the Picture's pixels in an array).  

o Then, using a while loop, invert the color (create the negative) of each pixel between (and 

including) the provided parameter indices. 

o Start with this template: 

 

/* 
 * Name: method name 
 * 
 * Purpose: Briefly describe the purpose of this method 
 * 
 * Parameters: List all parameters and their types and what they represent. 
 * If no parameters, just state None. 
 * 
 * Return: Specify the return type and what it represents. 
 * If no return value, just specify void. 

  */ 

      public void negative(int start, int end) 

      { 

   // Fill in ... 

      } 

� Method 2: grayscale()  
Add another method to Picture.java named grayscale() similar to the negative() method which also has the 

first and last index in the pixel array as parameters. For those pixels in the range, you need to change the colors 

to their appropriate grayscale color using another while loop. See Chapter 4 in the textbook. 

o Start with this template: 
 

      /* 

       * Name: method name 

       * 

       * Purpose: Briefly describe the purpose of this method 

       * 

       * Parameters: List all parameters and their types and what they represent. 

       * If no parameters, just state None. 

       * 

       * Return: Specify the return type and what it represents. 

       * If no return value, just specify void. 

    */ 

 public void grayscale(int start, int end) 

   { 

   // Fill in ... 

 } 



 

� Method 3: myFilter()  
Add another method to Picture.java, similar to the negative() and grayscale() methods, which also takes at 

least two parameters: the first and last index in the pixel array to be modified. Apply any effect of your choice 

to the pixels in range using a while loop. 

BE CREATIVE!!!  
 

 

� File: HW3B.java 

Create a new file HW3B.java. Save the file in hw3/bookClasses. Open it in DrJava and start with this 

template here: 
 

/*  

 * Filename: HW3B.java 

 * Name:  Your name and your partner's name 

 * Login: Your cs8fxx account and your partner's cs8fxx account 

 * Date:  Month, Day, Year 

 * File:  Name of this file 

 * Sources of Help: ... (for example: names of people, books, websites, etc.) 

 * 

 * Describe what the code does here. 

       */ 

       public class HW3B 

       { 

         public static void main (String[] args) 

         { 

  // All your logic goes in here. [REMOVE THIS COMMENT LATER] 

} 

  } 

 

This file will be used to test the Tri-Effect methods you have written. Follow the same basic 

steps you did in HW3A.java. Here is what you need to do: 

o Load a Picture of your choice (either a Desktop/mediasources image or a personal image) using 

FileChooser.pickAFile(). Make a copy of it. 

o Display the original image.  

o Then call the negative() method on the first 1/3 of pixels in the copy. Do not worry if the number 

of pixels is not an even multiple of 3 - just do an integer division by 3. 

o Next call the grayscale() method on the middle 1/3 of pixels in the copy. Check the textbook 

section 4.3.10 in chapter 4 on how to convert an RGB color to its equivalent grayscale. 

o Then apply the myFilter() method to the bottom 1/3 of the pixels in the copy. You can be as 

creative as you want in designing your own filter. 

o Lastly, display and explore the copy which is the modified image.  



How to turnin your homework electronically  

 

Only ONE partner should run the turnin script - do not submit two copies of the same homework. 

 

Make sure the program works correctly in your cs8fxx login on the workstations in the labs in the 

basement of the CSE building when the workstations are booted under Linux (CentOS). 

 

When you are ready to turn your program in, first open a terminal window by right clicking on the 

empty area of your computer’s desktop and select "Open a new Terminal." Then type in the following 

command 

 

 turnin hw3 

 

Three files are required to be submitted for hw3, all from your hw3/bookClasses directory:  

� Picture.java 

� HW3A.java 

� HW3B.java 

 

You can verify your turnin with the following command 

 

 verify hw3 

 

It is your responsibility to make sure you properly turned in your assignment. 
 

START EARLY!!!   AND HAVE FUN!!! 


